Technical Presentations

As part of this presentation, you have the option to address multiple issues.

1. You can show how to use and navigate through a unique piece of software that is often used in business or other situations but not that well known or used in the area of technical writing. The class will benefit from knowing the unique purpose it serves and how technical writing community can use this. You can use this concept for writing your final project paper too. That is possible. This is an opportunity to explore new frontiers.

2. You can use this as a training opportunity for your fellow employees (in this class classmates), where you are teaching the class how to design a user manual, a brochure, tutorial, software reference guide etc. As part of this presentation, you can talk about a project that you personally handled in your work and how you approached the task. In this case, specify your collaborative activities with other groups like engineers, designers, computer science experts etc.

3. Working as a technical writer in a software company is not exactly the same as working as a technical writer in some other industries like health, education etc. What seems to be the difference in terms of the projects handled and softwares used in these industries? Further, you can also assess the industry specific approach and collaboration activities that technical writers often adopt in specific industries. This is more of a research oriented presentation or perhaps you have the necessary work experience in two difference kinds of industry as technical writer.

Please try to read the lectures for this week, before preparing for this presentation.

_I would strongly recommend that you take a very close look at the editorial comments I made from earlier presentations and then try to incorporate them within the scope of this presentation._